
Tradition 
 
 
The heat is stifling. 38 degrees Celsius, sweat dripping down your everything. It’s just gone 

noon and there's no breeze coming into the sunroom through the open, louvered 

windows. There is no breeze for them to permit past their guard. Your eyes swing from left 
to right, trailing side to side as various neighbourhood children meander past lazily, feet 
hardly making a scuffle as you imagine the rubber from their shoes melting into the 
pavement as they lollop along. In the distance, thwuk. A pause. A cheer. 
 
Your seat is an old wicker woven armchair, the aged, yellowed cushion creating creaks and 
infinitesimal snaps as you adjust, trying to escape your own dampness. To no avail. From 
down the block you hear the rhythm that can only suggest one thing, one person. It gains 
momentum slightly, kuh-chunk, kuh-chunk, kuh-chunk. Over and over and over. Louder 

louder louder. Almost here. It’s an effort, but you slip off the chair and duck down to avoid 

him behind the wooden paneling beneath the windows. The. Rhythm. Stops. You can 
imagine him looking up inquisitively at the windows, waiting for a sign. Get lost, you think to 
yourself. 
 
“I can see your hat!” he yells out cheerfully, voice pitched at youth level. You imagine his 
young, sturdy legs running a few steps and jumping up onto the moving deck as you hear a 
pattering and then the push off of the skateboard. The sudden, terrifying whoosh of the 
board being cast down, quickly replaced by the reliable kuh-chunk, kuh-chunk, kuh-chunk of 
the wheels once more, this time getting softer softer softer. 
 
Sweat is dripping from your temple down the side of your face and you wipe it away with 
the back of your hand into your hair as you stagger back up to the chair. The air crackles, a 
mirage appears on the road below you. Pssshft. It’s cold and refreshing and the slight 
inconvenience of the bottlecap against your palm is soon forgotten after the first swig. You 
enjoy the clinking of ice against the glass bottle as you rest it back with the others in 
between sips. Your eyelids grow heavy, eventually resting down. In the distance, thwuk. 
HOWZAAAAAAT?!! 


